
81/143 Hamilton Road
Felixstowe

Suffolk

Date: 25th November 2009 
By recorded delivery

Noel Shanahan
Chief Executive
DVLA
Swansea
SA6 7JL

Dear Noel

NOTICE: DVLA/20091125/PH
Notices Regarding De-registration of Private Conveyance

Without Prejudice

Please find attached two further notices (in addition to this one) regarding the above 
issue, explaining why I have ceased to pay all tax to the UK government and all its 
executive agencies and subsequently why I am de-registering my private conveyance 
with yourselves.

As you will find explained, I cannot continue to pay tax and remain law abiding and so I 
am bound to take this action in order to remain standing under, and bound by the 
principles of, the common law, and in order to uphold the integrity of my moral 
conscience and its associated ethics.

Please note the current, correct postal address (given at the top of this letter) to which 
you may address any reciprocal correspondence. Please also take notice that any such 
correspondence must be addressed to the human man, Paul: Haley. My name is not Mr. 
P. HALEY or Mr. PAUL HALEY or any other such titled and/or capitalized legal fiction, 
which relates only to the ‘Person’ created by the registration of my birth (the details of my 
birth itself being merely here-say) without my consent, and for which I can merely act as 
agent in correspondence in the short term, until the attached notices come into affect.

Accordingly this correspondence also acts as notice that any letters incorrectly 
addressed based on the above, or any standard/automatically computer 
generated/unspecific correspondence which do not relate specifically to the information 
given here, from now on will be returned unopened, unread and notated with the text 
“see Notice: DVLA/20091125/PH” and that only correctly addressed, specific, written 
correspondence will be dealt with.

Notice to agent is notice to principle and vice versa.
Faithfully in honour with respect, and without prejudice

Paul: Haley
No Assured Value. No Liability. All Rights Reserved. Authorised Representative. 
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